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Beijing-Xi'an-Guilin-Yangshuo & Shanghai

Day 1 :Arrive Beijing:
On arriving Beijing,meet & greet at the airport.You will then be transferred to the hotel,check-in and
rest.In the evening you will be taken for The legend of Kung Fu show followed by Peking duck
dinner.Overnight at Beijing.

Day 2 :Beijing:
After breakfast, visit Temple of Heaven to watch Taiji practice performed by local
residents,Tiananmen Square, Forbidden City.Dinner at Indian restaurant.Overnight at Beijing.

Day 3 :Beijing:
After breakfast, you will be taken to Great Wall Badaling pass with cable car,the Imperial Summer
Palace and Pearl Factory. Olympic Sites from outside without entrance.Dinner at Indian restaurant.
Overnight at Beijing.

Day 4:Beijing-Xi'an:
After breakfast, complete check-out formality.You will then be transferred to the airport to take your
flight to Xi'an,the ancient capital city for 11 dynasties and the cradle of Chinese civilization. On
arriving Xi'an Visit the Big Wild Goose Pagoda built about 648 AD by Emperor Gao Zong in memory
of his deceased mother, then visit Shaanxi History Museum including lunch at Defachang
dumpling.Check-in to the hotel and freshen up.Dinner at Indian restaurant.Overnight at Xi'an.

Day 5:Xi'an:
After breakfast,visit the famous Terra-cotta Warriors, thousands of life-sized clay figures and then
visit the Great Mosque, Musulim Quarter. Dinner at Indian restaurant.Overnight at Xi'an.
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Day 6:Xi'an-Guilin:
After breakfast, complete check-out formality.You will then be driven to the airport to take your flight
to Guilin - a city set amid mountains,lakes and caves.Tour to the Elephant Trunk Hill.On arriving
Guilin, meet & greet at the airport.You will then be transferred to the hotel, check-in and relax.Dinner
at Indian restaurant.Overnight at Guilin.

Day 7:Guilin-Yangshuo:
After breakfast, Enjoy a boat cruise down the Li River through a surrealistic landscape of limestone
karsts formations. Visit Yangshuo, a small market town, free shopping in Yangshuo West Street
market, Lunch at Meiyou Restaurant Dinner in a Chinese restaurant.Overnight in Yangshuo.

Day 8:Guilin-Shanghai:
After breakfast,Country cycling around the beautiful country side and then bamboo Rafting on the
Yulong River(90 mins).Complete check-out formality. You will then be transferred to the airport for
your flight to Shanghai.On arriving Shanghai, meet & greet at the airport.You will then be transferred
to the hotel to check-in.Dinner at Indian restaurant.Overnight in shanghai.

Day 9:Shanghai:
After breakfast,visit the Yuyuan Garden,the Bund,Oriental Pearl(second ball),cruise on the Huangpu
river,Nanjing road.Enjoy acrobatic show in the evening.Lunch:Mongolia BBQ.Dinner at Indian
restaurant.Overnight in shanghai.

Day 10:Depart Shanghai:
After breakfast,complete check-out formality.You will then be taken for a City tour to Shanghai
Museum,Jade Buddha Temple,shopping.Later in the evening you will be transferred to the airport for
your flight back to India.
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